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**Abstract:**

In two longitudinal experiments, conducted both in the field and lab, we investigated the recollection of mixed emotions. Results demonstrated that the intensity of mixed emotions is generally underestimated at the time of recall—an effect that increases over time and does not occur to the same degree with unipolar emotions. Of note, the decline in memory of mixed emotions is distinct from the pattern found for memory of negative emotions, implying that the recall bias is diagnostic of the complexity of mixed emotions rather than any association with negative affect. Finally, the memory decay effect was driven by the felt conflict aroused by the experience of mixed emotions.
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In two longitudinal experiments, conducted both in the field and lab, we investigated the recollection of mixed emotions. Results demonstrated that the intensity of mixed emotions is generally underestimated at the time of recall—an effect that increases over time and does not occur to the same degree with unipolar emotions. Of note, the decline in memory of mixed emotions is distinct from the pattern found for memory of negative emotions, implying that the recall bias is diagnostic of the complexity of mixed emotions rather than any association with negative affect. Finally, the memory decay effect was driven by the felt conflict aroused by the experience of mixed emotions.
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In two longitudinal experiments, conducted both in the field and lab, we investigated the recollection of mixed emotions. Results demonstrated that the intensity of mixed emotions is generally underestimated at the time of recall—an effect that increases over time and does not occur to the same degree with unipolar emotions. Of note, the decline in memory of mixed emotions is distinct from the pattern found for memory of negative emotions, implying that the recall bias is diagnostic of the complexity of mixed emotions rather than of any association with negative affect. Finally, the memory decay effect was driven by the felt conflict aroused by the experience of mixed emotions.

Imagine you are at Disneyland about to board the Space Mountain ride. As you climb into your rocket, you feel joy and apprehension—a mixed feeling that persists even after the ride is over. You grip the safety bar; at once thrilled (the music is pumping, the lights are pulsing) and frightened (a semiosensory fear; people have been thrown from their rockets before). You leave the Space Mountain ride dizzy with mixed emotions. How will you recall your experience a week later? Will you remember the mixed emotions you experienced on the ride? Or will the memory of those mixed emotions fade?

Indeed, many of life’s most important events are defined by a mix of emotions—both positive and negative. Consider graduation from college (“I’m making progress, but leaving my friends and family”), moving (“I’m starting a new life, but losing my old one”), or achieving major life goals (“I’m thrilled to have reached the destination, but sad the journey is over”). Increasingly, researchers have begun to explore the nature of these mixed emotional experiences. One stream of research has examined whether people can feel positive and negative emotions simultaneously. This research suggests that mixed emotions can be experienced jointly (e.g., Andrade and Cohen 2007; Larsen et al. 2004; Priester and Petty 1996; Thompson, Zanna, and Griffin 1995), particularly during periods of transition (e.g., moving out of a college dorm) and when exposed to specific stimuli (e.g., watching the film Life is Beautiful; Larsen, McGraw, and Cacioppo 2001).

Another stream of research has explored when people are likely to experience mixed emotions (e.g., Pong and Tiedens 2002; Levav and McGraw 2008; Williams and Aaker 2002). This research reveals that cultural background, chronic individual differences, and situational factors can all moderate the likelihood that mixed emotions are felt. For example, cultures that embrace Confucian and Buddhist philosophies tend to foster more experiences of mixed emotions relative to cultures influenced by the Enlightenment and Christianity (Bagozzi, Wong, and Yi 1999).

However, neither stream of research has addressed the question of how mixed emotions (i.e., emotional states defined by both positive and negative emotions) are recalled, leaving unanswered many foundational questions regarding...
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In two longitudinal experiments, conducted both in the field and lab, we investigated the recollection of mixed emotions. Results demonstrated that the intensity of mixed emotions is generally underestimated at the time of recall—an effect that increases over time and does not occur to the same degree with unipolar emotions. Of note, the decline in memory of mixed emotions is distinct from the pattern found for memory of negative emotions, implying that the recall bias is diagnostic of the complexity of mixed emotions rather than of any association with negative affect. Finally, the memory decay effect was driven by the felt conflict aroused by the experience of mixed emotions.

Imagine you are at Disneyland about to board the Space Mountain ride. As you climb into your rocket, you feel joy and apprehension—a mixed feeling that persists even after the ride is over. You grip the safety bar, at once thrilled (the music is pumping; the lights are pulsing) and frightened (a sentimental fear: people have been thrown from their rockets before). You leave the Space Mountain ride dizzy with mixed emotions. How will you recall your experience a week later? Will you remember the mixed emotions you experienced on the ride? Or will the memory of those mixed emotions fade?

Indeed, many of life’s most important events are defined by a mix of emotions—both positive and negative. Consider graduation from college (“I’m making progress, but leaving my friends and family”), moving (“I’m starting a new life, but losing my old one”), or achieving major life goals (“I’m thrilled to have reached the destination, but am sad the journey is over”). Increasingly, researchers have begun to explore the nature of these mixed emotional experiences. One stream of research has examined whether people can feel positive and negative emotions simultaneously. This research suggests that mixed emotions can be experienced jointly (e.g., Andrade and Cohen 2007; Larsen et al. 2004; Priester and Petty 1996; Thompson, Zanna, and Griffin 1995), particularly during periods of transition (e.g., moving out of a college dorm) and when exposed to specific stimuli (e.g., watching the film Life Is Beautiful; Larsen, McGraw, and Ciccioppo 2001).

Another stream of research has explored when people are likely to experience mixed emotions (e.g., Fong and Tiedens 2002; Levav and McGraw 2008; Williams and Aaker 2002). This research reveals that cultural background, chronic individual differences, and situational factors can all moderate the likelihood that mixed emotions are felt. For example, cultures that embrace Confucian and Buddhist philosophies tend to foster more experiences of mixed emotions relative to cultures influenced by the Enlightenment and Christianity (Bagozzi, Wong, and Yi 1999).

However, neither stream of research has addressed the question of how mixed emotions (i.e., emotional states defined by both positive and negative emotions) are recalled, leaving unaddressed many foundational questions regarding...
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In two longitudinal experiments, conducted both in the field and lab, we investigated the recollection of mixed emotions. Results demonstrated that the intensity of mixed emotions is generally underestimated at the time of recall—an effect that increases over time and does not occur to the same degree with unipolar emotions. Of note, the decline in memory of mixed emotions is distinct from the pattern found for memory of negative emotions, implying that the recall bias is diagnostic of the complexity of mixed emotions rather than of any association with negative affect. Finally, the memory decay effect was driven by the felt conflict aroused by the experience of mixed emotions.

Imagine you are at Disneyland about to board the Space Mountain ride. As you climb into your rocket, you feel joy and apprehension—a mixed feeling that persists even after the ride is over. You grip the safety bar; at once thrilled (the music is pumping, the lights are pulsing) and frightened (a visceral fear; people have been thrown from their rockets before). You leave the Space Mountain ride dizzy with mixed emotions. How will you recall your experience week later? Will you remember the mixed emotions experienced on the ride? Or will the memory of those mixed emotions fade?

Indeed, many of life’s most important events are defined by a mix of emotions—both positive and negative. Consider graduation from college (“I’m making progress, but leaving my friends and family”), moving (“I’m starting a new life, but losing my old one”), or achieving major life goals (“I’m thrilled to have reached the destination, but sad the journey is over”). Increasingly, researchers have begun to explore the nature of these mixed emotional experiences. One stream of research has examined whether people can feel positive and negative emotions simultaneously. This research suggests that mixed emotions can be experienced jointly (e.g., Andrade and Cohen 2007; Larsen et al. 2004; Priester and Petty 1996; Thompson, Zanna, and Griffin 1995), particularly during periods of transition (e.g., moving out of a college dorm and then to a specialized specific stimuli, e.g., watching the film Life Is Beautiful; Larsen, McGraw, and Aaker 2002). In the background, chronic indicators can all moderate the effects felt. For example, Buddhist philosophies can address mixed emotions relative to detachment and Christianity, 
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